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A B S T R A C T

Background: Normal users’ voluntary behaviors (e.g., knowledge sharing) in virtual communities (VCs) has been
well investigated; however, research on health professionals’ voluntary behaviors in online health communities
(OHCs) is limited.
Objective: This paper focuses on OHCs for mental health and aims to explore how intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vations influence mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors.
Methods: Based on motivation theory and prior studies, we incorporated technical competence as intrinsic
motivation and online reputation and economic rewards as extrinsic motivations, and proposed five hypotheses.
We crawled objective data from YiXinLi, a Chinese OHC for mental health, and tested the hypotheses based on
the Poisson regression model. All hypotheses are supported.
Results: 1) Technical competence, online reputation, and economic rewards positively influence mental health
service providers’ voluntary behaviors; 2) the interaction effect between technical competence and online re-
putation negatively influences mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors; 3) the interaction effect
between technical competence and economic rewards negatively influences mental health service providers’
voluntary behaviors.
Conclusions: Both intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations positively influence mental health service
providers’ voluntary behaviors, and their interaction effects negatively influence mental health service provi-
ders’ voluntary behaviors. This study first contributes to the literature on health professionals’ voluntary be-
haviors in OHCs by verifying the positive effect of economic rewards. It then contributes to motivation theory by
incorporating a situation where intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations could negatively interact.

1. Introduction

With the development of Web 2.0 technologies, online health
communities (OHCs) have become increasingly popular. Different types
of OHCs are built for different purposes. For example, some OHCs are
built as communities of practice for health practitioners to conduct peer
interaction and learn from each other [1–5], some are built only for
normal users, such as patients and their relatives, who use them for peer
support [6–9], while others are built as platforms that link health
professionals and normal users to conduct health-related activities
[10–12]. This paper focuses on the last type. In open OHCs, health
professionals can input their professional knowledge into OHCs through
different online activities (e.g., writing professional articles, responding

to normal users’ questions, and/or providing chargeable health ser-
vices), while normal users can ask for medical or clinical suggestions
via the online Q&A systems and/or pay money to make appointments
with health professionals.

OHCs have recently been used to support mental health. Mental
health illness is a severe issue both in China and other countries and
affects one in six worldwide [13]. Because mental health illness is
strongly stigmatized [14,15], individuals who have a mental illness
sometimes deny to see a mental health service provider or delay to seek
help, causing negative health outcomes [14–17]. Unlike other diseases
that rely on physical treatments, many problems related to mental
health could be alleviated via counseling. This makes online counseling
(e.g., written texts, email, telephone, and/or video counseling) an
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effective way to alleviate issues related to mental health [18–20]. OHCs
for mental health act as intermediaries by linking mental health service
providers1 with individuals who have mental health conditions (here-
after referred to as normal users), and they have become increasingly
popular.

Health professionals are the providers of health-related information
and services in OHCs; however, current studies mainly focus on the
receivers of health information and services. For example, many studies
focus on the patients’ OHC use and explore their related behaviors, such
as informational/emotional support exchange, privacy disclosure, and
privacy protection in OHCs [7,21,22,9,23–26]. While it is imperative to
examine the normal users’ OHC use, health professionals’ participatory
behaviors are also crucial to the sustainability of OHCs [27,28]. Health
professionals provide credentialed health information in OHCs, and
their authority ensures the knowledge quality in OHCs [29,12]. How-
ever, there is a paucity of studies on health professionals’ participatory
behaviors in OHCs, and scholars should pay more attention to these
behaviors [10,30,31].

Health professionals’ participatory behaviors in OHCs could be ca-
tegorized into chargeable ones and voluntary ones. The chargeable ones
refer to behaviors like providing chargeable consulting services
[10,18,32]. The voluntary ones refer to activities like freely sharing
knowledge or answering normal users’ online questions in OHCs
[28,31,33]. Considering that the number of online free-chasing users is
overwhelmingly more than users who are willing to pay money [34],
examining the factors influencing health professionals’ voluntary be-
haviors can help us better understand how to motivate health profes-
sionals to provide more free online health services and meet those free-
chasing users’ needs.

Existing research mainly focuses on the factors influencing health
professionals’ chargeable behaviors; however, not much research has
been done on the factors that influence health professionals’ voluntary
behaviors. Some studies have explored the effects of social incentives
and economic rewards on doctors’ online appointments (i.e., chargeable
behaviors) ([11,35,36,12]) or numbers of patients [37]. Although some
scholars have explored health professionals’ voluntary behaviors (e.g.,
knowledge sharing) in VCs [31], they mainly focus on the effects of
intangible factors (e.g., altruism, knowledge self-efficacy, reputation,
and reciprocity), but do not investigate the influence of tangible factors
(e.g., economic rewards). Although health professionals are social work
professionals, they also face severe professional burnout and need
economic rewards [38,39]. The effects of economic rewards should be
incorporated. In addition, although some studies have addressed the
relationships between intrinsic and extrinsic motivations and how their
interaction affects individuals’ behaviors, their conclusions are incon-
sistent [37,40]. Thus, this paper aims to systematically investigate the
factors influencing health professionals’ voluntary behaviors. We focus
on mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs for
mental health and try to answer the following question:

How do intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations influence mental
health service providers’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health?

Based on motivation theory and prior research, we built a hypoth-
esis model with five hypotheses and crawl objective data from an OHC
for mental health to test the model. The empirical results show that
intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations not only directly influ-
ence but also interact with each other and exert negative effects on
mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors. This study makes
two significant contributions. First, we contribute to the literature on
health professionals’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs by incorporating the
effects of economic rewards. Second, we contribute to motivation

theory by verifying a situation where intrinsic motivations and extrinsic
motivations could negatively interact.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the
theoretical foundation and hypotheses development and then present
the methodology including data collection and data analysis. In the
following part, we discuss theoretical contributions, practical implica-
tions, and limitations. The last section is the conclusion.

2. Theoretical foundation and hypotheses

2.1. Motivation theory

We adopt motivation theory as our theoretical foundation.
Motivation theory proposes that individuals’ behaviors are driven by
certain motivations, e.g., intrinsic and extrinsic motivations [41]. In-
trinsic motivation refers to doing something because it is inherently
interesting or enjoyable, while extrinsic motivation refers to doing
something because it leads to a separable outcome [41]. Motivation
theory is widely applied to explain individuals’ online behaviors, e.g.,
knowledge sharing behaviors in virtual communities (VCs) [42–45].

Motivation theory has recently been used to explain individuals’
health-related behaviors in OHCs [10,24,31]. For example, compared
with normal users who are mainly driven by reciprocity, altruism, and
empathy, health professionals are mainly driven by self-efficacy and
reputation when sharing knowledge in OHCs [31]. Although doctors
are social work professionals and are mainly driven by social incentives,
they also need economic rewards [10]. The above evidence indicates
that motivation theory is appropriate to explain health professionals’
voluntary behaviors in OHCs.

2.2. Motivational factors in VCs or OHCs studies

In order to better understand the effects of motivational factors on
health professionals’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs, we review the re-
levant studies in the context of VCs or OHCs and present the related
information in Table 1.

We gain several insights from Table 1. First, health professionals’
competence should be incorporated into consideration. An individual’s
capability is usually treated as intrinsic motivation and is important in
driving online behaviors. Scholars have addressed this requirement by
adopting self-efficacy or knowledge self-efficacy in a VC context
[31,40,47], or doctors’ professionals titles [36] or professional seniority
[37] in an OHC context. Second, economic rewards are seldom in-
vestigated and should be incorporated. Although scholars have ex-
amined the effects of extrinsic motivations, they usually examine fac-
tors such as reputation and/or reciprocity (see the last row in Table 1).
Considering that health professionals could obtain economic rewards in
OHCs [10] and face severe professional burnout [39], the effects of
economic rewards should be incorporated. Third, there are inconsistent
findings in prior studies. For example, some scholars propose that ex-
trinsic motivations moderate the effects of intrinsic motivations [40],
while others propose that intrinsic motivations moderate the effects of
extrinsic motivation [37]. The relationships between extrinsic motiva-
tions and intrinsic motivations should be further examined.

Although reciprocity is mentioned in prior research on OHCs [31]
and VCs [40,44], we do not include it in our model. We have two
reasons for doing this. First, the positions of health professionals and
normal users in OHCs are different. Health professionals usually have
more professional knowledge than normal users [48]. The help in OHCs
between health professionals and normal users is usually a one-direc-
tion trip (i.e., from health professionals to normal users). It is difficult
for health professionals to get insightful answers from normal users.
Second, economic rewards as direct returns are usually more crucial
than uncertain returns in the future (e.g., reciprocity). Many health
professionals face severe professional burnout and need economic re-
wards [39]. They participate in OHCs in order to get economic returns.

1 Note: hereafter we use “health professionals” as a general concept that in-
cludes all types of health professionals, and we use “mental health service
providers” to refer to health professionals for mental health.
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In such a situation, the effect of reciprocity might not be important.

2.3. Research model and hypotheses

Based on the above evidence, this paper incorporates three moti-
vational factors and explores their effects on mental health service
providers’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health. Specifically,
we use technical competence to describe the mental health service
providers’ professional capabilities and treat it as intrinsic motivation,
adopt online reputation and economic rewards as extrinsic motivations,
and build the research model (see Fig. 1).

2.3.1. Direct effects
Technical competence in this paper refers to a mental health service

provider’s professional capability in performing the necessary profes-
sional tasks [49]. Individuals need appropriate capability in conducting
some activities. For example, both normal users and health profes-
sionals need knowledge self-efficacy in conducting knowledge sharing
behaviors in VCs [31,40,47]. For mental health service providers, their
professional capabilities are crucial in driving them to provide profes-
sional services. Scholars have addressed this and adopted the numbers
of professional titles or title rank to estimate health professionals’
technical competence; those who have higher levels of technical com-
petence could conduct more health-related behaviors [11,36,37,12].
Specific to this paper, we propose that mental health service providers
also need technical competence to conduct voluntary behaviors and
hypothesize that

H1. Technical competence positively motivates mental health service
providers to conduct voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health

Online reputation in this paper refers to the Internet-based in-
dividual rating of mental health service providers in OHCs for mental
health [50]. The advancement of information and communication
technologies makes online reputational signals such as electronic word
of mouth (i.e., eWoM) and user-generated rating services become ubi-
quitous. Online reputation such as positive online feedback provides
necessary information on a health professional’s performance [50,51].
On the one hand, in order to build reputation in OHCs, health profes-
sionals can participate in different activities (e.g., Q&As or chargeable
services) [10–12] and share different types of health knowledge with
others [52]. Namely, online reputation acting as extrinsic motivation
drives individuals to share knowledge in VCs or OHCs [24,36]. On the
other hand, those health professionals with good reputations have
pressure to keep their positive profiles and choose to share knowledge
through answering normal users’ questions. We thus hypothesize that

H2. Online reputation positively motivates mental health service
providers to conduct voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental healthTa
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Fig. 1. Hypotheses and research model.
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Health professionals are also self-interested and need tangible re-
wards [38]. However, doctors in China are usually treated as profes-
sional social workers and should not be oriented by economic rewards
[10]. In addition, they have to intensively work on treatments due to a
lack of health professionals in China. Many doctors thus experience
occupational burnout and need economic rewards to compensate for
their professional stress [39]. OHCs offer health professionals in China
an opportunity to earn money online. Health professionals could join
OHCs and be recognized as experts and then provide chargeable health
services to individuals who are willing to pay money [10–12]. For ex-
ample, in OHCs for mental health, mental health service providers
could provide chargeable counseling via telephone, video, and/or face-
to-face services [14,18,11,15,12]. In China, there are increasingly more
patients that have adopted OHCs and choose to make appointments
with mental health service providers online [11,12]. The economic
rewards that mental health service providers earn via those chargeable
behaviors online could compensate for their professional burnout and
encourage them to voluntarily interact with normal users in OHCs. We
thus hypothesize that

H3. The economic rewards positively motivate mental health service
providers to conduct voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health

2.3.2. Interaction effects
The effects of intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations on

users’ participation behaviors have been well investigated in prior
studies (see Table 1); however, the interaction effects between intrinsic
motivations and extrinsic motivations remain underexplored [37,40].
Some scholars have noticed this issue and tried to address it. For ex-
ample, intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations together may not
complement individuals’ behaviors [53]. Extrinsic motivations could
undermine the positive effects of intrinsic motivation through two in-
terrelated psychological processes (i.e., diminished self-determination
and impaired self-esteem) [53]. This phenomenon has been verified in
social Q&A sites, e.g., virtual organizational rewards as extrinsic mo-
tivation undermines the effects of enjoyment in helping others on at-
titudes toward knowledge sharing, while reciprocity as extrinsic moti-
vation undermines the effects of knowledge self-efficacy on attitudes
toward knowledge sharing [40]. Another study in the context of OHCs
has also verified the substitutive effects; however, they find that pro-
fessional seniority as an intrinsic motivation negatively moderates the
effects of two extrinsic motivational factors (i.e., online rating and a
doctor’s activeness) [37]. There is significant inconsistency on the re-
lationships between intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations in
prior studies [37,40]. In order to address the above inconsistency, this
paper proposes a negative interaction effect between intrinsic motiva-
tions and extrinsic motivations.

In this paper, we propose that the negative interaction effects be-
tween intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations also exist in the
context of OHCs for mental health. They interact with each other and
negatively influence mental health service providers’ voluntary beha-
viors. The above proposition is based on two pieces of evidence. First,
normal users usually like to make appointments with mental health
service providers who have higher levels of technical competence.
Second, normal users can review a mental health service provider only
after the chargeable counseling is done. Namely, higher levels of online
reputation or economic rewards means a mental health service provider
has completed a higher volume of chargeable services and thus has
shown limited efforts to do other activities including voluntary beha-
viors. Therefore, when both technical competence and online reputa-
tion (or economic rewards) are high, mental health service providers
become popular and will have limited time to do voluntary behaviors;
thus, the volume of voluntary behaviors will be low. When both tech-
nical competence and online reputation (or economic rewards) are low,
mental health service providers might not be popular and will have
fewer online appointments; they thus have more time to do voluntary

behaviors, so the volume of voluntary behaviors will be high. When
either one of them (i.e., technical competence and online reputation/
economic rewards) is high, the volume of voluntary behaviors will be at
a medium level. We thus hypothesize that

H4. The interaction effect between technical competence and online
reputation negatively influences mental health service providers’
voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health.

H5. The interaction effect between technical competence and economic
rewards negatively influences mental health service providers’
voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health.

Men and women might act differently in voluntary knowledge
sharing [54,55], and we treat gender as a control variable. Mental
health service providers’ education and prior professional practice
might influence their professional performance [56], and we treat
education and practical experience (i.e., how long they have provided
professional service) as two other control variables. As the time when
they became a member of OHC passes, different professional knowledge
providers might split into lurkers and posters [57]; namely, their be-
haviors might be related to time on website. We treat time on website as
a control variable. In addition, OHCs can change information inequal-
ities by transferring health information from urban users to users in
small cities or rural areas [6,58]; therefore, the city where a provider
lives might exert its influence. We treat city as another control variable.

3. Methods

3.1. Data collection

We selected YiXinLi (www.xinli001.com), a Chinese OHC for mental
health, as our data sampling community. The reasons are as following.
First, YiXinLi is a pioneer in the online mental health service market.
Mental health is strongly stigmatized in China. Mental health service
has long been a low priority in China due to various reasons [59].
YiXinLi, set up by several mental health service providers in 2011, aims
to promote mental health service practice in China via the Internet.
Their effort was recognized by the capital and the public. The website
already obtained four rounds of venture investment and earned 22
million registered users as of May 2019. Second, YiXinLi supports
mental health service providers with both chargeable behaviors and
voluntary behaviors. YiXinLi does not have its own mental health ser-
vice providers. It just acts as a platform that links mental health service
providers and normal users, which meets the research aim in this paper.
Third, the mental health service providers are more experienced than
the counselors on some other websites. We extracted a new variable
named practical experience to describe how long a provider has pro-
vided mental health service. Although practical experience ranges from
one year to thirty-one years, there are only two providers who have one
year of experience and six providers who have two years of experience
as of the end of 2017, and more than 97% providers have more than
two years of practical experience. We checked two other websites that
provide similar services and found that they allow junior counselors
(e.g., some are still undergraduate students) to independently provide
counseling services online. Holding a strict criterion on mental health
service providers is a significant difference between YiXinLi and some
other websites.

On YiXinLi, users can ask questions and wait for free answers via the
Function Q&As platform (see Fig. 2). The answers can be provided by
other users or mental health service providers. For mental health ser-
vice providers, answering questions is free and belongs to voluntary
behaviors. Users can also make appointments with mental health ser-
vice providers and seek chargeable services via the Function Counseling
platform (see the green “pro” in Fig. 2; it means counseling can only be
provided by recognized professional mental health service providers).
For mental health service providers, responding to chargeable online
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appointments belongs to chargeable behaviors and could bring them
economic rewards.

Mental health service providers on YiXinLi are recognized under
various strict criteria. First, mental health service providers apply to be
recognized via offline channels. They should provide copies of their
education background and professional training experience. If those
materials meet the related criteria, there will be an interview. Second,
mental health service providers will be interviewed by three officers.
They will be independently evaluated by the three officers on their
education, technical skills, and professional ethics. If they pass, they
will receive an account and can create their own personal home page on
YiXinLi (see Fig. 3). The website automatically records all information
related to a mental health service provider.

We got permission from YiXinLi and crawled data separately in
September and December 2017. We matched the mental health service
providers’ personal information and built a two-period balanced panel
data (with 230 health professionals in each period).

3.2. Variables and measurement

We conceptualized seven variables and operationalized them using

seven measures (see Table 2). The dependent variable voluntary beha-
vior is measured with the mental health service providers’ voluntary
responsiveness to user questions on YiXinLi. The detailed measurement
of all variables is shown in Table 2.

3.3. Data analysis

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics and correlations between
different variables. There are 62 male mental health service providers
(27.0%) and 168 mental health service providers (73%). There are 167
(63%), 33 (14.0%), and 30 (13.0%) mental health service providers
respectively working in first-tier cities, second-tier cities, and others.

Considering that the dependent variable voluntary behavior varies
from 0 to 11189 and overdispersion has occurred, we follow the
econometric modeling guidelines [67] and studies in IS literature [68]
and adopt the Poisson regression model to test the hypotheses. Because
we have a two-period-balanced dataset, we run the poisson model with
the vce (cluster panel-id) nolog option. The standard Poisson regression
model is jointly defined by equations 1 and 2. Before doing the re-
gression, we standardized all the independent variables.

Fig. 2. Sample Page of a YiXinLi Q&A System.

Fig. 3. Sample of a Health Professional’s Homepage.
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3.4. Results

Because online reputation and economic rewards show collinearity
(see Table 3), adding online reputation and economic rewards in the
same model might change the significance of their effects. We thus run
different models to test the effects of independent variables. Specifi-
cally, we use model 0 to test the effects of control variables; use models

1 and 2 to test hypotheses 1, 2, and 4; and use models 3 and 4 to test
hypotheses 3 and 5. All the Poisson regression models are estimated
with Stata 14. The final results are shown in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4, the effect of gender is significant at the 0.1
level or better. Namely male mental health service providers have
conducted more voluntary behaviors than female ones. The effect of
city of practice in this study is insignificant, indicating that the place a
mental health service provider works does not matter, and mental
health service providers from big or small cities do not show significant
differences when voluntarily responding to normal user questions in
OHCs. The effect of education level is insignificant, indicating educa-
tion level does not directly influence a provider’s voluntary behaviors.
The effect of practical experience is insignificant, indicating practical
experience does not directly influence a provider’s voluntary behaviors.
The effect of time on website is insignificant, indicating that a longer
community membership does not necessarily indicate a higher volume
of voluntary behaviors.

The effect of technical competence is significant in models 1 and 2.
H1 is supported. Mental health service providers provide the number of
their titles and want to show their capabilities or their professional
trainings. Mental health service providers who have more titles are

Table 2
Variables and measurements.

Variables Measurements

Voluntary behavior (VB) We use the volume of voluntary responsiveness to user questions to measure a mental health service provider’s voluntary behavior. For example,
the mental health service provider in Fig. 2 has completed 7 answers, and the value of voluntary behavior is 7.

Technical competence (TC) We used the number of professional titles that a mental health service provider has to measure his/her capability. The 230 service providers hold
308 different professional titles. These titles were used 453 times. We categorized these titles into six types. Specifically, professional titles appeared
in the dataset include education level (e.g., their degree, appeared 48 times), professional certification (e.g., National Counseling level 2, etc.
appeared 244 times), professional training (e.g., China-U.S. joint psychology training course, etc. appeared 15 times), professional membership
(e.g., APA, etc. appeared 10 times), positions (e.g., chief counselor or founder of a counseling institute, etc. appeared 132 times), and professional
achievements (e.g., the top 10 counselors in 2016 by XXTV, etc. appeared four times). YiXinLi allows service providers to provide their titles but
limits the field for professional titles to 20 Chinese characters. A service provider cannot provide their titles according to their will but has to
provide limited ones – this is one reason why the mean value and variation of technical competence is low (see Table 3). Considering that detailed
professional titles are various, it is difficult to compare the power of different titles. We thus use the number of titles a mental health service
provider has to evaluate his/her capability.
This approach of counting the number of credentials as a measure of competence is consistent with the approach in prior research. For
example, scholars use the number of articles published, number of citations, and number of article pages to assess authors’ scholarly competence or
quality [60,61], or scholars use the number of negative emotion words people use to assess their mental distress [62]. Some scholars might argue
whether titles like APA membership could represent a mental health service provider’s competence or not. We understand the concern that titles
such as APA membership don’t sufficiently represent competence. However, considering the relatively low health literacy in China [63] and normal
users’ limited knowledge in differentiating the nature of those titles, using the number of professional titles to measure a mental health service
provider’s competence is reasonable. For example, the mental health service provider in Fig. 2 has two titles (i.e., master of psychology, APA
member), and the value of her technical competence is 2.

Online reputation (OR) We use the number of positive feedbacks a mental health service provider receives to measure his/her online reputation. This approach is
popularly used in prior research. Online feedback, also known as online reviews or electronic word of mouth (e-WOM), refers to the Internet-
based consumer rating of online goods or services (e.g., restaurants, hotels, or books) [50]. Positive feedback not only provides necessary
information on goods or service quality [51,50], but is also an indicator of social reputation [64]. In this paper, we use the volume of positive
feedbacks a mental health service provider receives as a measurement. For example, the mental health service provider in Fig. 2 has 1349 positive
feedbacks, and the value of online reputation is 1349.

Economic rewards (ER) Economic rewards refer to the money that a mental health service provider earns via providing chargeable services. It is measured by the
interaction term service volume * service price.
Service volume：The volume of chargeable behaviors (service volume) refers to the total volume of telephone, video, and face-to-face counseling.
For example, the volume of chargeable appointments in Fig. 2 is 1597, so the value of the service volume is 1597.
Service price：YiXinLi allows mental health service providers to provide three kinds of counseling (i.e., telephone, video, and/or face-to-face
counseling). The website doesn’t record the detailed volume of each counseling. In addition, according to the coding results, service price is a time-
invariant variable. We thus use the mean value as a measurement. For example, the service price value in Fig. 2 is 633
((600+500+800)/3≈633).

Gender Gender was coded with “0” for male and “1” for female.
Practical experience Practical experience refers to how long a mental health service provider has provided professional service. This variable was extracted from the

introduction texts on a mental health service provider’s home page. We use it to describe the profiles of mental health service providers on YiXinLi.
Education level Education level was extracted from the professional titles and introduction texts on a mental health service provider’s home page. We first searched

keywords such as “bachelor, master, and PhD” and coded the variable into “0 for no related information”, “1 for bachelor”, “2 for master”, and “3
for PhD” according to the search results, then searched keywords such as “college or university” to further check their education experience, and
finally rechecked the whole coding for education level manually.

City City refers to the location where a mental health service provider works and was coded as a categorical variable (i.e., first-tier city, 2; second-tier
city, 1; others, 0) according to the latest classification criteria [65,66]. The ranking is based on five indicators: concentration of commercial
resources, city’s pivotability, citizen vitality, variety of lifestyle, and flexibility in the future [65]. According to this new ranking system, there are 4
first-tier cities and 15 new first-tier cities. We include the 19 cities into first-tier cities. There are 30 second-tier cities [65].

Time on website (ToW) Time on website refers to the amount of time since a mental health service provider joined the community. We compared the date a mental health
service provider joined YiXinLi with the date when we collected data.
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more likely to voluntarily respond to normal users’ questions in OHCs.
The effect of online reputation (i.e., positive feedbacks) is sig-

nificant in models 1 and 2. H2 is supported. Positive online feedback is
a powerful indicator of personal reputation. Higher volume of positive
feedbacks means a mental health service provider is highly approved,
and they thus like to voluntarily respond to user questions. Namely,
mental health service providers who have good online reputations in
OHCs are more likely to respond to user questions.

The effect of economic rewards is significant in models 3 and 4. H3
is supported. Namely, mental health service providers in OHCs are also

motivated by material rewards. For mental health service providers,
receiving economic rewards could compensate for their professional
burnout and stress. They thus have motivation to conduct more vo-
luntary behaviors.

The effects of two interaction terms are significant in models 2 and
4. H4 and H5 are supported. Namely, intrinsic motivations and extrinsic
motivations interact with each other and negatively influence mental
health service providers’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs. Only those who
have completed chargeable appointments can review mental health
service providers, while economic rewards are based on the volume of

Table 3
Descriptive statistics of mental health service providers’ data (two periods).

September only, N=230

# Mean SD Min Max VB TC Edu OR ER Gen PE City ToW

VB 420.540 1264.897 0 10872 1
TC 1.970 .705 1 4 .146* 1
Edu .96 1.065 0 3 −.038 .202** 1
OR 48.020 143.364 0 1192 .452** .190** −.013 1
ER 39980.300 102881.170 0 898975 .420** .195** .023 .971** 1
Gen .730 .445 0 1 −.112 −.050 .040 −.012 .010 1
Ten 8.14 4.611 1 31 −.016 −.118 −.054 .005 −.002 −.115 1
City 1.590 .704 0 2 −.107 .031 .075 −.040 −.032 −.005 −.045 1
ToW 588.048 297.236 45 2343 .213** −.071 −.122 .123 .132* −.018 −.018 .074 1

December only, N=230

# Mean SD Min Max VB TC Edu OR ER Gender Ten City ToW

VB 446.660 1304.756 0 11189 1
TC 1.970 .705 1 4 .149* 1
Edu .96 1.065 0 3 -.042 .202** 1
OR 55.260 155.456 0 1299 .452** .192** -.006−.006 1
ER 54139.661 126937.430 0 1050750 .397** .189** .043 .939** 1
Gen .730 .445 0 1 −.116 −.050 .040 −.016 .001 1
PE 8.14 4.611 1 31 −.017 −.118 −.054 .005 −.002 −.115 1
City 1.600 .715 0 2 −.070 .005 .012 .012 .040 .020 .005 1
ToW 710.048 297.236 167 2465 .219** −.071 −.122 .126 .124 −.018 −.018 .055 1

Note: two-tail test; VB stands for voluntary behaviors, TC for technical competence, Edu for education level, OR for online reputation, ER for economic rewards, Gen
for gender, PE for practical experience, ToW for time on website; *P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01.

Table 4
Results of Poisson Regression Model.

Model 0 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Hypotheses test
Cons. 5.987 *** 5.719 *** 5.617 *** Cons. 5.713 *** 5.609 ***

(0.192) (.193) (0.200) (.196) (0.210)
Gender −0.297 ρ −.329 * −0.324 * Gender −.315 * −0.327*

(0.173) (.158) (0.150) (.160) (0.153)
City −0.217 ns −.216 ns −0.197 ns City −.238 ns −0.226 ρ

(0.174) (.140) (0.127) (.146) (0.131)
Education −0.093 ns −.082 ns −0.285 ns Education −.146 ns −.327 ρ

(0.157) (.149) (0.175) (.149) (.174)
Practical experience −0.092 ns −.140 ns −0.129 ns Practical experience −.119 ns −.130 ns

(0.152) (.147) (0.142) (.146) (.145)
Time on website 0.053 ns .055 ns 0.018 ns Time on website .046 ns 0.040 ns

(0.163) (.096) (0.082) (.110) (0.096)
TC (H1) .285 * 0.608 *** TC (H1) .325 ** 0.659 ***

(.127) (0.149) (.125) (0.168)
OR (H2) .405 1.287 *** ER (H3) .423 *** 1.378 ***

(.072) *** (0.247) (.067) (0.292)
TC*OR (H4) −0.971 ** TC*ER (H5) −1.048 ***

(0.264) (0.302)
Model information
Log pseudolikelihood −308788.17 −227302.89 −210016.79 Log pseudolikelihood −230585.82 −216345.88
Wald chi2(3) 8.72 – – Wald chi2(3) – –
Wald chi2(5) – 57.60 – Wald chi2(5) 92.63 –
Wald chi2(6) – – 167.64 Wald chi2(6) – 172.14
Prob > chi2 0.1206 0.0000 0.000 Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.000
Pseudo R2 0.056 0.305 0.358 Pseudo R2 0.295 0.339

Note: two-tail test; ns stands for non-significant, ρ P < 0.1, * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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chargeable appointments. This negative interaction indicates that
higher volumes of chargeable behaviors could undermine mental health
service providers’ voluntary behaviors in OHCs for mental health.

4. Discussion

Based on the objective data crawled from an OHC for mental health,
this study has explored how intrinsic motivations and extrinsic moti-
vations influence mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors.
The empirical results show that 1) both intrinsic motivation (i.e.,
technical competence) and extrinsic motivations (i.e., online reputation
and economic rewards) positively influence mental health service
providers’ voluntary behaviors; 2) the interaction effects between in-
trinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations negatively influence
mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors. These findings
make two significant theoretical contributions and two practical im-
plications to the OHC operation.

4.1. Theoretical contributions

First, we contribute to the literature on health professionals’ vo-
luntary behaviors in OHCs by incorporating the effects of economic
rewards. Many studies have examined the effects of extrinsic motiva-
tion on normal users’ knowledge sharing behaviors in VCs
[24,44,46,47] or health professionals’ knowledge sharing behaviors in
OHCs [31]; however, they seldomly incorporate the economic reward
and investigate its effects. Health professionals are human beings and
are self-interested [38]. They also face severe professional burnout, e.g.,
low rewards [39]. Receiving economic rewards boosts health profes-
sional’s income and alleviates their economic pressure, which is helpful
for them to conduct more voluntary behaviors. This paper studies
economic rewards and verifies its effects. This finding reminds scholars
to take economic rewards into consideration when they investigate
health professionals’ online voluntary behaviors. This is our first theo-
retical contribution.

Second, we contribute to motivation theory by verifying a situation
where intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations could negatively
interact. Examining the effects of intrinsic motivations and extrinsic
motivations is not novel at all; however, the negative interaction effects
between intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations are seldom
verified [37,40]. In addition, the findings of those limited studies are
inconsistent. For example, some scholars propose and verify that ex-
trinsic motivations negatively moderate the effects of intrinsic moti-
vations [40], while others propose and verify that intrinsic motivations
negatively moderate the effects of extrinsic motivations [37]. We have
verified that intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations negatively
interact. This finding provides insights into how to reconcile the in-
consistency in prior studies [37,40]. For example, scholars could pro-
pose an interaction effect other than a moderating effect. This finding
extends the motivation theory by incorporating a new situation that
intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations could negatively in-
teract. Future studies should be careful when they examine the re-
lationships of intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations. This is
our second theoretical contribution.

4.2. Practical implications

We address two practical implications to the managers in OHCs
where mental health professionals could conduct both voluntary be-
haviors and chargeable behaviors. First, managers should direct more
traffic to those mental health professionals who have a lower volume of
online chargeable appointments. As our empirical results show, eco-
nomic rewards could drive mental health service providers to conduct
more voluntary behaviors. Directing more traffic could bring them
chargeable appointments and motivate them to provide more voluntary
behaviors in OHCs.

Second, managers should encourage those health professionals who
have higher volumes of online appointments to conduct more voluntary
behaviors. Our empirical results indicate that the interaction effects
between intrinsic motivations and extrinsic motivations negatively in-
fluence mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors. Namely,
extrinsic motivations (e.g., higher volumes of positive feedback or
economic rewards) together with other factors could undermine the
voluntary behaviors. OHC managers should pay attention to this.

4.3. Limitations

We admit three limitations in this study. First, we only had a small
sample from a single OHC. Online counseling is a new kind of online
health service in China. There are limited recognized mental health
service providers online. YiXinLi, as one of the biggest platforms, wants
to set strict criteria of mental health service provider recognition to
ensure service quality and lead the industry. We thus got a small sample
from a single community. The small sample and single sample source
issue might undermine the generalization of our findings. In addition,
we cannot differentiate that a question is answered via invitation or
without invitation. We are not sure whether the incentive factors be-
hind the two situations are the same or not. We appeal that future re-
search could address the above issues. The expected findings could
further improve our understanding of health professionals’ voluntary
behaviors in OHCs.

Second, more efforts are needed to explore the measurement of
technical competence. We used education level, practical experience,
and number of professional titles to measure technical competence and
its impacts. Different from prior studies [56], the effects of education
level and practical experience are insignificant. It is possible that pro-
viders who voluntarily list more titles are also more likely to engage in
voluntary behavior because they are more engaged with the website
generally. However, due to our limited data sample, we cannot squeeze
more useful information to explore the potential underlying reasons.
We suggest and also will revisit the measurement of technical compe-
tence and address this issue in future studies.

Third, we only included limited factors that influence mental health
service providers’ voluntary behaviors. Other factors such as trust can
also impact individuals’ health information seeking or contributing
behaviors in OHCs [69,3,70]. We did not include those factors, which is
addressed as a limitation of this study. Scholars could address them in
future studies.

5. Conclusion

This study has explored how intrinsic motivations and extrinsic
motivations influence mental health service providers’ voluntary be-
haviors in OHCs for mental health. The empirical results indicate that
intrinsic motivations (i.e., technical competence) and extrinsic moti-
vations (i.e., online reputation and economic rewards) not only posi-
tively influence but also interact with each other and exert negative
effects on mental health service providers’ voluntary behaviors. These
findings indicate that health professionals are also human beings and
need economic rewards to do voluntary behaviors; however, too many
economic rewards could undermine their voluntary behaviors.
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